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cleric starting moves FAVOR

PRIME ABILITY

DEITY:

LeVEl
+PrI

Spend FAVOR 1-for-1 before rolling
to take +1 on any CLERIC move.

When you have zero FAVOR and you roll 6− for any 
CLERIC move, you must also roll a TEST OF FAITH.

The modi�er for your Prime Ability appears below as +PRI

bless/curse – When you call upon your Deity to 
empower, protect, hinder, or afflict someone/something, 
explain how this is appropriate within your faith and roll +PRI: 
          The effect is granted and has DURATION 3.
          The effect is granted and has DURATION 1.
You may permanently burn 1 point of your PRIME ABILITY

to make a curse permanent.

heal – Touch a friend or ally and roll +PRI to heal them.
          Heal 1d6 +PRI worth of HP or burned Ability points.
          As 10+, but you must also burn 1 Constitution.
You may instead cause harm to direct enemies of the faith.

sacrifice – Gain 1 favor per 25 silver or 5HP sacrificed. 

pray - Take time to commune with your Deity and roll +PRI.
          Gain 1d4 favor.          Gain 1 FAVOR.

tenet(s) of faith:

DOMAIN(s) :

race

name

alignment

appearance/traits

level

sex

age

eyes

hair

Skin

Ht.

Wt.

Encumbered = -1 ongoing



treasure

notes

gold:

silver:

other:

advanced moves

smite 
pray for guidance
hands of power
vessel of the deity
inspire
ascetic
divine warrior
proselytize
turn undead
crusader

You have fallen from grace. lose all 
CLERIC MOVES until you prove yourself. 
Ask the GM what that means.

You are marked by the test: 
permanently burn 1 ability point of 
the GM’s choice.

Your deity singles out one of the 
unfaithful (ask the GM who). Take -1 
ongoing until you convert or perform 
last rites over that individual.

You are unworthy: burn 1d4 points 
of your PRIME ABILITY.

Until you convert a new follower, 
you may hold no more than 1 FAVOR.

Take -1 ongoing to PRAY until you 
make a SACRIFICE.

You are unable to heal HP or Ability 
Points until you make a SACRIFICE.

You take -1 ongoing to PRAY until you 
satisfy your TENET.

Suffer a minor temporary affliction 
related to your deity’s DOMAIN.

You must atone right now, in a way 
that draws unwanted attention.

Your deity is merciful—treat the 
result of the move that triggered this 
roll as a 7-9.

2

3

4

5

 6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Add notes detailing your deity/religion/pantheon. 
Draw or describe the symbol of your faith.

(Roll 2d6)

player: campaign: date  character  began:

test of faith

Even Levels: Roll HP. Add 1 ABILITY POINT.
Regain one point of burned Luck.
Odd Levels: Add one Advanced Move 
Regain one point of burned Luck.
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fighter

meTTle
LeVEl + 1

When you take a moment to rest 
and  catch your breath, focus, 
reset METTLE to full.

fighter starting moves
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race

name

alignment

appearance/traits

level

max load
StR + 10

UsesTAGS WTequipment

CURRENT LOAD

(Choose one at 1st level)

Encumbered = -1 ongoing

METTLE  – When you make any move with a favored
weapon,  you may spend 1 METTLE before you roll to take 
+1 to that roll. When you deal damage with a favored 
weapon, before you roll your damage you may spend 1 
METTLE to add 1 or more of the following effects to your 
damage roll, at a cost of 1 mettle per effect:

Add 1+STR (melee) or 1+DEX (ranged/precise) damage.
Grant all allies +1 forward against your foe.
Inflict a condition (stunned, prone, hindered, etc.)
with duration 1+INT  (min. 1).

bend bars, lift gates – When you use pure 
strength to destroy or remove an inanimate obstacle,
burn 1 Strength and ROLL +STR:   
        Choose 3             Choose 2            Mark XP, choose 1

It doesn’t take long.
It can be fixed again.

Nothing of value is damaged.
You don’t attract attention.

no guts,  no glory – When you charge into 
battle against the odds, burn 1 Wisdom and ROLL +WIS:
        Choose 3             Choose 2            Mark XP, choose 1:

+1 armor until you are incapacitated.
You take +1 ongoing until you suffer damage
All allies who witness your courage take +1 forward.
The opposition is interested only in you
 until you are incapacitated.

sex
age
eyes
hair
Skin

Ht.
Wt.



treasure

notes

silver:

gold:

other:

advanced moves

shieldbearer
parry
smash
master weapon
second skin
intimidate
myrmidon
veteran
tireless
seek revenge
strike true
templar
scoundrel

player: campaign: date  character  began:

Even Levels: Roll HP. Add 1 ability point.
Regain one point of burned Luck.
Odd Levels: Add one Advanced Move 
(or Favored Weapon, see other side).
Regain one point of burned Luck.
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mage
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race

name

alignment

appearance/traits

level

MAGE STARTING moves

Spend at least a few hours studying your spellbook to 
memorize a number of spells equal to your MEMORY LIMIT.
Given 1 week plus proper materials, you may TRANSCRIBE a 
new spell from another source into your own spellbook.

LeVEl + INt + MISC

LeVEl + 1

Reset to full every time you cast a spell.

Spend at least a few hours studying your
spellbook to forget all memorized spells and 
memorize a number of spells equal to your llimit.

Use the SPELLCASTING SHEET to cast spells.

sex
age
eyes
hair
Skin

Ht.
Wt.

Encumbered = -1 ongoing



treasure

notes

additional spells & research

gold:

silver:

other:

advanced moves

wizard 
arcanist 
enchanter 
necromancer 
sorcerer 
blood magic 
overdraw 
discern properties 
arcane research 

You suffer a permanent affliction in 
proportion to the spell’s Effect.

An ally suffers a permanent affliction 
in proportion to the spell’s Effect.

You disrupt reality for the worse, at 1 
level greater than the spell’s Effect.

You disrupt reality for the worse, in 
proportion to the spell’s Effect.

Mind wipe: burn 1d6 Intelligence, and 
forget all of your memorized spells.

Soul drain: burn 1d6 Wisdom, and 
momentarily lose your grip on reality.

You suffer a temporary affliction in 
proportion to the spell’s Effect.

An ally suffers a temporary affliction 
in proportion to the spell’s Effect.

The spell backfires, affecting the 
opposite of what was intended.

The spell misfires, affecting something 
other than the intended target.

Arcane illness: take -1 ongoing until 
you Make Camp or Recover.

You draw unwanted attention, from 
this world or another.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

arcane aCCidentsd12

Even Levels: Roll HP. Add 1 ability point. Regain one point of burned Luck
Odd Levels: Add one Advanced Move. Regain one point of burned Luck

player: campaign: date  character  began:
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thief STARTING moves CUnnING

areas of expertise

LeVEl 
+PrI

Spend cunning 1-for-1 to take +1 
before or after any roll related to your 
area(s) of expertise.
Take the time to brood and plot in 
silence to reset  cunning to full.

intelligence dexterityPRIME ABILITY
The modifier for your Prime Ability appears elsewhere as +PRI

Acrobatics DisguiseLocks/Traps Persuasion Poison StealthTreasure

pick l ocks/disarm traps
Use proper tools to neutralize a device and Roll +PRI:
        Success!          Success, but the GM chooses 1 from the list:
 Your tampering attracts unwanted attention.
 It’ll work, but there’s a hitch (ask the GM what).
  You expend resources–GM’s choice: Tools, Ability Points, etc.

move silently … to a goal within sight and roll +PRI:
       You do it and take +1 forward.              Choose 1:      
 They notice you right away, but you take +1 forward.
 You have to stop when you’re only part way there.
 They notice only as you reach your goal; take -1 forward.

hide in shadows – When you are out of sight, spend
1 CUNNING to hide until someone is right on top of you…

purloin - When you take something out from
under someone’s nose, roll +PRI:         It’s yours!    
        It’s yours, but they notice it’s gone right away.

backstab – When you use a hand weapon against a 
surprised/defenseless target,eal damage or roll +PRI:
       Choose 2 from the list below          Choose 1:
      Deal damage twice       Dodge back out of reach 
      Grant +1 forward to you or an ally.

sex
age
eyes
hair
Skin

Ht.
Wt.

Encumbered = -1 ongoing



treasure

notes

gold:

silver:

other:

advanced moves

lucky dog
sharpshooter
slip free
evade
feint
scale sheer surface
sense danger
assassinate
poisoner
fence
mercenary
danger to society

player: campaign: date  character  began:

Even Levels: Roll HP. Add 1 ability point.
Re-gain one point of burned Luck.
Odd Levels: Add one Advanced Move 
(or AREA OF EXPERTISE, see other side).
Re-gain one point of burned Luck.



effect du
ration

0 = 1d6 or +1
2 = 2d6 or +2
5 = 3d6 or +3
9 = 4d6 or +4
11 = 5d6 or +5

0 = Instantaneous
Spend 1-for-1 to

add duration.
11=Permanent

arearange

0 = Touch
1 = Close (<2 ft.)

2 = Reach (<10 ft)
3 = Near (<40 ft)
5 = Far (<600 ft)

0 = Self
1 = Single Target
2 = Small (5 ft r.)
3 = Large (30’ R.)
9 = Great (175’ R.)

spellcasting sheet

CAST A SPELL – When you cast a memorized spell, say what effect you want to create within 
the scope of the spell’s name, spend your CASTING POWER to define its aspects, and roll +INT: 

You forget the spell and may not cast it again until you re-memorize it.
You draw unwanted attention to yourself, from this world or another.
You suffer -1 ongoing until the next time you cast any spell.

You successfully cast the spell.
The spell works as intended, but choose 1 from the list below;
Mark XP, choose one from the list below, and then roll an ARCANE ACCIDENT.

CASTING power
LeVEl + INt + MISC

Reset to full every
time you cast a spell.



MAEZAR’S HOUSE RULES foR

FReeBooTERS on the FRONTIER

1. End of Session XP is limited to a maximum of three 
points: one each for Worldbuilding, Story/Plot, and 
Roleplaying

2. Treasure is rare, so we don’t use the BAnK IT move. 

3. The number of XP required to attain a level has been 
reduced to TARGET LEVEL ×5. 

4. Different weapons deal different damage, but each class 
has a DAMAGE DIE LIMIT equivalent to its hit die type. So, for 
example, a cleric witha Great Hammer (1d10) deals only 
1d8, and a Mage wielding a Sword (1d8) deals only 1d4.

5. Thieves may choose either Intelligence or Dexterity as 
their PRIME ABILITY. The Prime Ability is used as the basis 
for CUNNING and as the modifier for all Thief Starting 
Moves.

5. Clerics may choose either Charisma or Wisdom as their 
PRIME ABILITY. The Prime Ability is used as the basis for 
FAVOR and as the modifier for all Cleric Starting Moves.

5. Clerics gain the HEAL starting move. It can be reversed 
as HARm against “direct enemies of the faith.”

6. Clerics only roll a TEST OF FAITH when they fail a cleric 
move while also at zero FAVOR.

6. Mages may not begin the game with a Wand, Staff, or 
Orb that adds to their Casting Power.

8. During a PERILOUS JOURNEY, instead of rolling +Wisdom 
and +Intelligence for SCOUT AHEAD and NAVIGATE, players 
take turns rolling against a variety of different abilities to 
plan and carry out their journeys. After making a travel 
roll, the  player passes a “Turn Token” (a die, figure, etc.) to 
the left, indicating which player is next in line to make 
such a roll. The turn token also determines which player 
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